Abstract: This research investigates a neglected topic within both transgender studies and religious studies by analyzing ex-gay movement discourses of "transgenderism" from the 1970s to the present, focusing primarily on the US-American context. The oppression of transgender people in the US and globally is fed and fueled by the religious, scientific, and political discourses of the transnational "ex-gay" movement, which provides the ideological and material foundation of Christian Right politics. Using critical discourse analysis of ex-gay texts, we analyze the implications of these discourses in the individual, interactional, and institutional dimensions of society's gender structure. This movement is one of the most insidious-and overlooked-sources of cisgenderism and transmisogyny today, constructing gender variance as sin, mental illness, and danger-with catastrophic consequences for transgender people, and those along the transfemale/feminine spectrum in particular. Finally, we discuss the public policy implications of these discourses.
Introduction
If 2014 represented an historic "tipping point" of visibility and progress for transgender Americans (Steinmetz 2014) , the vicious, violent backlash that ensued stains the present. Scholarship analyzing the machinations that incite these harms is urgent. This research investigates a neglected topic within both transgender studies and religious studies by deconstructing and analyzing ex-gay movement discourses of "transgenderism", 1 emphasizing the US-American context. Ex-gay discourses appeal to the authority of religion, science, and personal experience to invalidate, condemn, pathologize, scapegoat, dehumanize, criminalize, and rationalize oppressing "people who move away from the gender they were assigned at birth, people who cross over (trans-) the boundaries constructed by their culture to define and contain their gender" (Stryker 2017, p. 1) . A long-time Christian Right consort, it is one of the most overlooked purveyors of cisgenderism and transmisogyny today, fueling anti-transgender bigotry and politics throughout the US and globally. Christian Right leaders have unprecedented access and influence in the Trump-Pence administration and at the United Nations; they employ these discourses in every sphere of life.
The transnational Christian ex-gay movement arose in the early 1970s in the US to promote the idea that God can heal people from same-sex attractions. Despite the "ex-gay" moniker, the movement has, from its inception, conceived and condemned homosexuality as a form of gender deviance. Further, ex-gay ministries explicitly targeted "cross-gender" and sexual sins. Since the 1980s, the movement employed "reparative" and other therapeutic discourses which psychologically 1 "Transgenderism" denotes its increasing usage in anti-trans discourses. The term was once widely used neutrally; however, scholars today generally view this term as pejorative.
Scholarship from theology to religious studies has begun to examine how religion is used to oppress and liberate transgender people. An emerging body of scholarly work, representing theologians, activists, ethicists, and others, critically examines cisgenderism in religious texts, crafts liberation theologies, and articulates the ways that transgender people live their faith and serve religious communities (Beardsley and O'Brien 2016; Dzmura 2010; Lowe 2017; Mollenkott 2007; Rohrer 2009) . A recent ethnography (Moon and Tobin 2018) shows how LGBTI conservative Christians transform their ministries to further social justice.
Religious studies scholarship on cisgenderism is urgently needed (Clucas 2015; Sumerau et al. 2015) . Research shows that religious affiliation significantly predicts attitudes toward transgender people and policies affecting them, even among US Christians who are liberal on other issues . Most Christians believe that birth sex determines whether one is a man or woman, whereas nonreligious people do not (Smith 2017) . Studies of discrimination, violence, and crimes against transgender people mostly or entirely ignore the role of religion (Meyer 2015) . Scholarship in this area finds that discrimination, violence (Meyer 2015; Rodgers 2018 ) and dehumanizing/criminalizing rhetoric (Forbes 2017; Mogul et al. 2011; Serano 2007; Stone 2018 ) disproportionately target transgender women and girls.
Minority stress significantly bears on the physical and mental health of transgender people (Herman 2013; James et al. 2016; Rood et al. 2016) . There is very little research in this literature examining either the benefits of religiosity for coping with minority stress or the effects of religious oppression, which increases mental health problems and HIV risk among transgender women (Golub et al. 2010) , who fare far worse on every quality of life measure . Golub et al. (2010) found that religious organizations that stigmatize transgender people increase mental health problems for those with strong religious beliefs or affiliations with these organizations. Further, transgender individuals attribute anti-trans bias to religious ideology and the media (Rood et al. 2016) . Research shows that religiosity can buffer against the effects of minority stress, stigma, and HIV risk among transgender women by reducing depression and improving self-esteem and cognitive functioning (Golub et al. 2010; Hughto et al. 2015) .
There is a critical need for scholarship examining how cisgenderism in religious organizations and movements oppresses transgender people, such as Stone's (Stone 2018) analysis of Religious Right campaigns that promote gender panics about transgender children. Stone focused on the political rhetoric that constructs children as immutably gendered, confused, and sexually predatory. In addition, few studies analyze the religious policies and practices of organizations that marginalize transgender people. Scholarship in this vein has deconstructed religious cisgenderism in the official statements and policies of Mennonite conferences (Dueck 2012) and has investigated the experiences of religious oppression among gender variant Mennonites (Dueck-Read 2017) . Religious conservatives increasingly invoke religious liberty to justify and codify gender identity discrimination; however, scholars have rarely analyzed religious narratives that animate anti-trans politics (Mathers et al. 2018) . Recent research shows that what animates the Christian Right is theology, not politics (Young 2016 ). Young urges social scientists, in particular, to study the religious aspects of religious studies more deeply.
Deconstructing cisgenderism in ex-gay discourses (religious, scientific, and/or political) has not been a sustained topic of scholarly inquiry. Scholars (Clucas 2017; Robinson and Spivey 2015) observe that ex-gay research exclusively focuses on sexual orientation. Several studies substantiate the movement's sexism; a few analyze the gender ideology of its discourses of homosexuality (for reviews, see Gerber 2015; Robinson and Spivey 2015) . Conroy (2010) examined the compatibility between religious mythology and medicalized (not ex-gay) discourses that justify the clinical treatment of transgender children. Several scholars note that ex-gay programs also target transgender people (Butler 2006; Clucas 2017; Herman 2013; Jones 2018; Mallory et al. 2018; Mathers 2017; Spivey 2007, 2015; Serano 2016; Tannehill 2018) . Clucas (2017) analyzed the rhetorical strategies that two ex-gay organizations use to undermine professional regulation of sexual orientation change efforts and mentions their anti-transgender positions. Mallory et al. (2018, p. 2) estimated that nearly 700,000 US-Americans have been subject to gender identity and/or sexual orientation change efforts "either from a licensed professional or a religious advisor or from both . . . including about [half] . . . as adolescents". They warn that most states leave youth vulnerable to such attempts.
To date, we are unaware of any research that analyzes, in depth, ex-gay discourses of "transgenderism". While the movement's apparent purpose is to extinguish same-sex desire and neutralize society's acceptance of it, we illustrate that it has simultaneously sought to eradicate gender variance. Our analysis reveals cisgenderism and transmisogyny in the movement's religious, scientific, and political discourses from the 1970s to the present. We also suggest that it exploits greater visibility of transgender people to extend its relevance in the culture wars.
Theoretical Frames: Cisgenderism and Transmisogyny in the Gender Structure
We employ the concepts cisgenderism and transmisogyny to analyze ex-gay discourses of "transgenderism". Because cisgenderism is "systemic, multi-level and reflected in authoritative discourses" (Ansara and Hegarty 2012, p. 141) , it applies to all levels of the gender structure (Risman 2018) . We illustrate how cisgenderism in ex-gay texts invalidates transgender people by pathologizing (Ansara and Hegarty 2012) and misgendering (Ansara and Hegarty 2013) them, and in other ways. Transmisogyny (Serano 2016) involves invalidating gender nonconformity and femaleness/femininity in tandem and is useful for identifying forms of cisgenderism that scapegoat, dehumanize, and demonize trans women and others along the transfemale/feminine spectrum because of "the specific direction of their gender transgression" (Serano 2016, p. 89) . Barbara Risman's (2004 Risman's ( , 2018 gender structure theory explains how people socially construct and employ gender to maintain the sex/gender/sexuality system. This system justifies oppressing gender minorities at all levels of society, from the individual level of gendered selves and identities, to the interactional level of social roles and relationships, to the institutional level where gender is entrenched in organizational policies and practices. We show how ex-gay proponents aim to shape the most intimate aspects of how transgender people think, feel, and act toward themselves, and how they aim to structure gender in the private and public spheres for all.
Applied here, the individual dimension of Risman's framework explains how socialization of religious worldviews and therapeutic lenses shape beliefs, feelings, and judgments about gender, particularly one's own and others' gender identities and expressions. As Risman argues, " . . . we cannot ignore the power of the gender structure to become internalized within us" (Risman 2018, p. 310) . The interactional dimension explains the maintenance of the gender structure through enforcing cisgender norms and social roles. As Risman argues, "[a]ny classification of some human attributes as masculine and some as feminine, and the concomitant gendering of people and social institutions, oppresses all human beings and renders social interaction inherently coercive" (Risman 2018, p. 312) . At the institutional level, gender structures public life such that "those who exist outside of a gender binary have few rights-even to exist legally . . . Nearly all countries have myriad laws that discriminate against people whose gender does not coincide with the sex they were labeled at birth. In all societies, the material resource allocation and organizational power still rest, predominantly, in the hands of elite men" (p. 39). Gender structure theory allows us to compare our findings with prior research analyzing ex-gay discourses of male and female homosexuality Spivey 2007, 2015) . Finally, these frameworks enable us to show how ex-gay discourses contribute to the "cisgendering of reality" (Sumerau et al. 2015) . 3 3 We employ and apply concepts such as cisgenderism, transmisogyny, and the "cisgendering of reality" in our analysis; however, we do not claim to extend any of these conceptually.
Methodology and Data
We employed Fairclough's (1992) model of critical discourse analysis (CDA) because it aligns with gender structure theory. Fairclough proposes three analytic objectives of CDA. The first is to identify and deconstruct the meanings of discourses to reveal relations of power embedded in texts (here, ex-gay representations of gender variance). The second is to examine the forms of discursive production, the means of circulation, and the relationships and resources that facilitate, promote, and market the movement's message to explain how discourses reach their intended audiences. The third is to probe the implications and impacts of discourses on sociopolitical arrangements. Here we show how ex-gay discourses aim to invalidate the subjectivity, legitimacy, and autonomy of transgender people in organizational policies and practices.
Data analyzed represent the views of ex-gay leaders and organizations over several decades, as well as affiliated groups (past and present), including a few that are "ex-transgender"-specific. Our large data set includes audio, video, print, and online materials from the 1970s to the present. We procured, transcribed (as needed), coded, and analyzed hundreds of texts. From these data, we identified and prioritized those representing the views of ex-gay/ex-trans organizations, those affiliated with these groups and considered authoritative on "transgenderism" (theologically, scientifically, or legally), and ex-transgender people. We coded texts to (1) identify discourses and interrogate the meanings of "transgenderism" in ex-gay texts; (2) chart the principal means through which the movement produces and delivers discourses to audiences; and (3) assess the social and political import and impact of these discourses for transgender people.
Ungodly Genders
Ex-gay ideology constructs "transgenderism" as a sin against God's design, a gender disorder, and a catastrophic, extant danger that necessitates intervention. Cisgenderism and transmisogyny permeate ex-gay discourses in every level of society's gender structure. At the individual level, movement authorities interlace theological (Bochanski 2018; Blackwell 2008; Comiskey 2018; Dallas 2008; Foster 2017b; Gagnon 2002; Geiger 2016; Goldberg 2008; Heyer 2018a; Leach 2001; Moberly 1983a; Mohler 2015; Seiler 2016a; Shick 2016a) , biological (Nicolosi 2015; Staver 2008; Whitehead 1993 Whitehead , 2000 Whitehead and Whitehead 2016) , and psychological (Berger 2013; Dillworth 2016; Dobson 2001; Fitzgibbons 2017a; Foster 2017a; Hale 2012; Haynes 2018; Matheson et al. 2003; Moberly 1983b; Phelan 2015; Pickup 2018; Van den Aardweg 1986; Wong 2013) narratives to deny the veracity and legitimacy of gender variance. They invoke the primacy of God's authority and the derivative weight of science. Transgender identities represent "false images" of God (Gagnon 2007; Leach 2001; Tiller 2015) , "gender confusion" (Dillworth 2009; Duncan 2016; Kennedy 2008; Rekers 2009; Shick 2016b) , and even demonic possession (Robillard 2008) . Dutch psychologist Gerard van den Aardweg, an ALLIANCE Board member, describes transgender people as "severely neurotic, sometimes borderline psychotic, and there are cases of demonic influence" (Laurence 2017) . Ex-gay experts formulate etiologies in the language of contagion and developmental trauma. "Men and women with transgender struggles" or "unwanted gender identity conflicts" (NTFTE 2017) are warned against the eternal and everyday consequences of embracing a broken image. Accepting one's "God-given sex and gender" is essential for salvation and stability.
At the interactional level, ex-gay discourses urge transgender people to submit to God for deliverance, necessitating pastoral and, often, psychological intercession that requires individuals to identify the origins of their "brokenness" through relationships with Godly mentors and friends of the same sex, renounce transgender identity, and resume cisgender lives. Ex-transgender testimonials witness God's power to heal, validate these directives, and portray transgender life as inherently wretched and untenable. Discourses at this level also exhort cisgender Christians to show compassion to "strugglers", but to avoid colluding in "gender confusion"; to seek help for "GID children"; and to speak God's "truth" about transgenderism. At the institutional level, ex-gay discourses portray "the transgender movement" and its "gender ideology" as profound threats to society. Proponents deem any form of institutional validation of gender variance as heretical, irrational, destructive to religious liberty and a host of "rights", and perilous to women and children. The movement and its allies strive to deny institutional "personhood" and autonomy to transgender people, as bona fide members of the body of Christ, as authorities of their bodies and genders, and as citizens entitled to legal protection. The implications are clear: At all levels of the gender structure, these discourses repudiate and undermine the sanctity and authenticity of gender variance to delegitimize, control, stigmatize, and subjugate transgender people. Transgender women are their most maligned targets.
Ex-Gay Transfigurations at the Individual Level: From Religious to Reparative Discourses
From 1973 (when the first ex-gay ministry was created by Frank Worthen, Kent Philpott, and John Evans) until the mid-1980s, religion was the exclusive method of "healing", and homosexuality the ostensible target. The first ex-gay movement book (Philpott 1975) , The Third Sex? Six Homosexuals Tell Their Stories reveals distress about gender variance. Three "former homosexuals" describe non-cisgender childhood identities and expression. "Jim" felt that he was really a girl and wore makeup in high school. "Susan" felt she was a boy as a child. "Bob" liked dolls and wished he could wear his mother's or sister's dresses. From the beginning, ex-gay literature narrated "homosexuality" as symptomatic of a more fundamental gender problem-a "third sex". By 1976, Philpott's book reached others who had created similar ministries. These groups held a conference and created "Exodus". "We're not psychiatrists. The only thing we have to work with is the Gospel" (Philpott, quoted in Carroll 1977, p. 2) .
Perry Desmond, who attended that conference, is the first "ex-transsexual" associated with EXODUS (Desmond 1978; Hartzell 2015) and is regarded as "an early pioneer" in the movement (Boone 2012) . He evangelized throughout the US in 1976, supporting Anita Bryant's "Save Our Children" campaign (Desmond 1978) and delivering his testimonial (Johnson 1976) , which he also gave at an early EXODUS conference (Hartzell 2015) . By 1996, 27 of the 81 US Exodus referral ministries and all 4 Exodus ministries in Canada served "transsexuals" and "transvestites" (Exodus International North America 1996). Today, "transgenderism" is prevalent in movement discourse. Frank Worthen, considered "father of ex-gay movement", lamented "the strange and twisted world [where a] doctor can perform a ghoulish operation to make a man in to [sic] a woman and the world applauds his work while the new transsexual is now entitled to government aid . . . and a gay man who receives help from a therapist to change . . . is . . . a traitor . . . and the therapist finds himself subject to disbarment and possible criminal charges" (Worthen 2010, p. 1).
From the 1970s through today, ex-gay religious discourses invoke the Bible to invalidate gender variance and uphold the cisbinary sex/gender/sexuality system ("the gender structure") as God's sacred and inviolable design and the most foundational basis of human identity (Dallas 2008; Moberly 1983a; Payne 1991; Philpott 1975 ). "Gender is God's unalterable reality", according to "former transsexual" Jerry Leach (2001, p. 34) . Leach "struggled with transgender feelings from a young age" and "after years of prayer and counseling, and through Christ's transformative power . . . walks in complete freedom from those issues" (p. 11).
Movement advocates invoke scripture to prove God's "created intent", justify prohibitions on "cross-dressing" and genital modification, and stress the consequences of sin (Dallas 2008; Goldberg 2008; Heyer 2018a; Moberly 1983a; Shick 2016b; Tiller 2015) . For Leach:
Gender refers to the . . . essence of who we are as human beings. It is a mysterious God-given assignment. A most sacred trust and responsibility. The scriptures make it clear . . . that God makes us male and female. In the design of our Creator, our gender is not in question. It's written clearly in the basic genetical structure and chromosome xx or xy. It is not to be mistaken for the physiological or anatomical hardware that defines one's sexual identity. In the moment of conception . . . gender is a 'done deal'. The . . . physiological formations are simply the compliant bodily response to the Divine Assignment (Leach 2001, p. 34) .
In ex-gay movement discourses, "transgenderism" is ungodly, sacrilegious, and inhuman (Focus on the Family 2015; Gagnon 2007; Tiller 2015) . Help 4 Families (2016) claims it is an "affront to God" and that transgender people are "denying the truth of their God-assigned gender." COURAGE priest Paul Scalia (2016) , son of the late Supreme Court justice, describes "gender ideology" as "demonic": "It doesn't mean that those who endorse [it] are demonic or possessed . . . rather, that the reasoning and results of that philosophy . . . line up with the desires, tactics, and resentments of 'Old Scratch' himself". God reproves sinners, who will suffer from their brokenness, according to theologian Elizabeth Moberly (1983a) . Ex-transsexual Sy Rogers (2009), past EXODUS President and EGA Board member, makes the moral distinction between feelings and identity, attributing his "problem" to his mother's alcoholism and father's abandonment, sexual abuse, a promiscuous culture, his perceptions of and reactions to childhood trauma, and even the "fall" of Adam and Eve. "I may not have had a choice about becoming a victim. I have a choice about staying one". Rogers, an American pastor, founded "Choices" ex-gay ministry in Singapore in 1991. Jerry Leach (2001, p. 35) In this narrative, "transsexuality"-transfemininity, in particular-epitomizes evil: Lucifer-astranswoman, whose pride in "his" feminine beauty overtakes "his" wisdom. Accepting one's place in God's "unalterable" gender order quintessentially defines one's cosmic purpose. To defy this Mandate is not merely sinful; it is demonic, worthy of God's wrath and eternal exile. Descriptions of transfemininity as haughty and narcissistic are common in these texts (Heyer 2013; Leach 2001; Leggiere 2004; Van den Aardweg 1986; Wenman 2017 ). Perhaps it is worse for a transgender woman to elevate herself above God, or a "male" to relinquish his status. The movement's moral framework, and its original target (homosexuality), expanded following the publication of a book by British (Orthodox Church) theologian Elizabeth Moberly (1983a) . Moberly primarily sought to reappraise the Christian approach to "homosexuality" based on a "reparative" model she developed from reinterpreting decades-old theories that pathologized homosexuality and transsexualism as stemming from childhood trauma, leading some to "disidentify" from their sex. As Ansara and Hegarty (2012) note, "explaining" gender variance is a form of cisgenderism. This etiology prevails in movement discourse, expert and testimonial (Blackwell 2005; Careless 1997; Ensley 2007; Foster 2017a; Leach 2001; Haynes 2017; Matheson et al. 2003; Nicolosi 1991; Phelan 2015; Rekers 1986; Sargent 1992; Seiler 2016a; Tiller 2015; Wayne 2000; Whitehead 1993; Wong 2013; Worthen 2010) According to Moberly, homosexuality and transsexuality embody divergent locations on the wide spectrum of gender disorders caused by a "defensive detachment" from one's sex.
. . . this process accounts not merely for the whole of the homosexual spectrum, but also for . . . the transsexual . . . . Transsexualism is not . . . a rationalization of homosexuality. It marks the extreme end of the homosexual spectrum, but precisely because the same-sex deficit is so marked, it is proper to speak of actual gender dislocation. Most homosexuals do not wish for gender reassignment, because . . . the deficit is not so marked. There [is] . . . overlap . . . some homosexuals may suffer from a marked degree of same-sex deficit, whether or not this . . . expresses itself in a demand for gender reassignment . . . not all homosexuals are transsexuals . . . . (T)ranssexualism in both sexes has the same psychodynamic structure as homosexuality. The difference is essentially one of degree, not of kind. Transsexualism is the most marked degree (Moberly 1983a, pp. 12-13) .
For Moberly (1986) , transsexuality is not a "true" cross-gender identity, but rather the "radical absence" and most extreme form of "disidentificaton". People with same-sex desires may or may not exhibit cross-gender behavior or be transsexual. Same-sex desire, in itself, is serious, but less so than transsexuality. Transsexuals may or may not experience same-sex desire. Transsexuality is part of the "homosexual continuum" because of the severity of detachment, not sexual desire.
Moberly's primary purpose is theological-to propose a "new Christian ethic". She accomplishes two key, interrelated goals. First, she offers a theology that calls for Christian compassion and ministry to the afflicted, while upholding prohibitions on sexual/gender transgressions. Second, she presents an etiology and a psychoreligious therapy for a continuum of disorders ranging from those that indicate lesser degrees of detachment, such as heterosocial behavior; to greater degrees, such as same-sex attraction; to ever more serious detachment, such as "cross-dressing"; to the most severe form, "transsexualism". Moberly's etiology poses disturbing doctrinal implications. She contends that Christian condemnation misunderstands the nature of homosexuality. Moberly, like those she cites, presents gender "deviance" as developmental disorders that arrest psychological maturity, thus infantilizing everyone on the "homosexual continuum", especially transsexuals. What defines "homosexuality" is not sexual:
[It] . . . is not intrinsically sexual. The issue is . . . growth and development to psychological maturity . . . the true point of comparison for homosexuality is not sexual pair-bonding, but the parent-child relationship . . . the end result of this process of growth is heterosexuality, understood as the capacity for relating to people as a psychologically complete member of one's own sex (Moberly 1983a, p. 21 ).
For Moberly, transsexualism is "radically incomplete psychological growth, stemming from . . . psychological wounds of very early childhood. What we are speaking of is not 'craziness,' but the suffering of little children" (pp. 14-15). This ontology lays bare the theological implications of sexual behavior for everyone on the homosexual spectrum, especially transsexuals:
Sexual sin is contrary to God's intention, but homosexuality, although often an occasion for sexual sin, is essentially a state of incomplete development. It is the incompletion that is contrary to God's will here. Homosexual acts are prohibited, not because they repudiate the man-woman relationship, but because sexual expression is not appropriate to pre-adult relationships (Moberly 1983a, p. 57 ).
The ex-gay movement embraced Moberly's ideas, which profoundly complemented and widened its moral framing and healing approaches to include both religion and psychology. Significantly, in redefining same-sex attraction as one manifestation of "defensive detachment" along a "homosexual" spectrum that includes transsexuality at the "extreme end" (p. 14), Moberly cisgendered ex-gay theology by shifting the movement's gaze from the sin of same-sex sexual behavior to a range of infantilizing gender identity problems that have the same root and solution. She also severely transfigured the meaning of sexual sin.
Moberly significantly influenced the "medicalization" of ex-gay discourses. However, religion remains authoritative and essential for her and others who aim to heal "gender confusion" (Blackwell 2008; Dillworth 2016; Fitzgibbons 2005; Fitzgibbons and Nicolosi 2001; Fitzgibbons et al. 2009; Goldberg 2008; Leach 2001; Matheson et al. 2003; Payne 1991; Phelan 2015; Robertson 2004; Rosik 2001; Shick 2015; Tiller 2005b; Van den Aardweg 2011; Vonholdt 1996; Wong 2013 ). "It is God who heals, and so our dependency on God is all-important" (Moberly 1983a, p. 43) . Even so, the movement advanced therapeutic approaches ("reparative" and other) to complement its ministry. Though the ex-gay movement did not invent scientific cisgenderism, the reparative framework delivered it to a wider audience. The movement's turn to science enhanced its credibility at a crucial historical moment, the onset of the AIDS crisis, which guaranteed more (and more fearfully motivated) clients. This framework also expanded the prospects for whom they could serve (transgender people) and supplied the ideological and evidentiary keystone for today's most ferocious culture war.
At the individual level, ex-gay discourses appeal to God, science, and personal experience to invalidate the authenticity of gender variance, constructing it as sin, a denial of biological reality, and an infantilizing gender disorder. Reparative etiology separates the moral status of one's condition from culpability for one's conduct. It offers compassion and the promise of healing (Moberly 1983a ), yet condemnation for rejecting God's Assignment (Leach 2001; Rogers 2005 Rogers , 2009 Tiller 2015) to compel believers to submit to its regimen. Ex-transgender testimonials bear witness to the "roots" and "fruits" of iniquity and confusion, and the deliverance of God's grace. Those who choose "change" are victims (real or perceived) and redeemable; those who resist are narcissistic, delusional, and incorrigible (especially transgender women).
Deconstructing ex-gay discourses at the individual level reveals an ideology that uses religion and science to coerce transgender people to deny the authenticity and integrity of their own genders, bodies, minds, and souls. They shape how believers interpret what gender variance "is" and what it "does". At the interactional level, they provide instructions for how individuals can prevail over their brokenness, how parents can prevent "gender confusion" in children, and what believers should "do" in their interactions with transgender people: Invalidate them.
The Interactional Level: Compulsory Cisgendering and the Incitement to Invalidate
At the interactional level, ex-gay discourses of "transgenderism" reproduce the gender structure by defining and enforcing Godly (cisgender) roles for all of society's members and by enjoining others to discourage gender variance and invalidate transgender people. The narratives at this level primarily target three groups: Adults with "gender confusion"; parents, as a preventative or remedy for "gender-disturbed children" (Rekers 1986, p. 28) , which "experts" warn is urgent (Adams 2005; Dillworth 2002; Fitzgibbons 2015; Moberly 1983a; Nicolosi 1991; Shick 2016b) ; and fellow believers, to extend God's "grace" and speak "truth" to others. The movement's authorities compel strugglers to submit to their restorative prescriptions and exhort parents to prevent "confusion" in children by modeling and enforcing cisgender roles. Ex-transgender testimonials reinforce these interventions. In this section, we outline and analyze the reparative approach for restoring cisgender identity in adults. In addition, we analyze themes and discuss the implications of testimonials of deliverance. Finally, we illustrate how ex-gay proponents incite others to invalidate gender variance and transgender people.
The reparative processes that Moberly and others (Leach 2001; Nicolosi 1991; Phelan 2015 ; Van den Aardweg 1986) advocate for healing gender identity are the same as for sexual orientation. They are detailed elsewhere (see Spivey 2007, 2015) . 4 However, because Moberly considers "gender dislocation" as more serious than same-sex desire, and "transsexualism" the most acute condition on the homosexual continuum, she points out that "a lengthy process of intensive therapy is likely to be indicated" (Moberly 1983b, p. 76) . "Healing" occurs through a trinity of relationships: First, with God (as Father), second, with a Christian mentor/counselor of the same "anatomic sex" (Moberly 1983a ) who functions as a pseudoparent, and third, with "healthy" same-sex peers who model Godly masculinity or femininity. "Relationships are the normal medium for psychological growth within the purposes of God . . . [relationships are] . . . God-given channels for healing" (pp. 46-47). Moberly's prescription purports to undo "the defensive detachment from the same sex" and make up for "the missing identificatory growth" (pp. 30-31) in order for one's (cis)gender identity to emerge. Through one's relationship with God, the individual relinquishes his or her autonomy, is penitent and prayerful, and seeks God's forgiveness and assistance in healing. Through working with a Christian counselor, the person identifies the source(s) of childhood wounds and engages in a process of forgiving the perpetrator(s). Finally, through developing "healthy" same-sex peer relationships, the struggler learns to relate to members of the same sex, and to live as a Godly man or woman. For Moberly, "At the heart of it all, Christ himself is the healer" (Moberly 1983a, p. 47) .
The ex-gay movement is, above all, a religious (ecumenical) one. Catholic psychologist Joseph Nicolosi co-founded NARTH as a secular, scientific guild for reparative therapists. Clucas (2017, p. 10) reveals this front as a "smokescreen" for conservative religious beliefs. Nicolosi presents himself as an expert on "transgenderism" in a film featuring fifteen "ex-transgender" people (Foster 2017a) and on the Dr. Phil Show, claiming "gender-disturbed boys" usually have "over-involved mothers" (Nicolosi 2009 ). For Nicolosi, Christ is the "perfect cure": For John . . . . Candi represented not only his gender-identity confusion, but a fantasy alternative to the difficult challenge of becoming a man. When he gave into the identity of Candi, he relinquished his manhood. Religion's power to heal . . . comes from its ability to ground one's authentic identity . . . in a source outside the self . . . the transcendent reality of Christ . . . the living Christ dwelling within us is . . . the perfect cure for narcissism and self-deception . . . . Christ and Candi could not coexist within the same soul. When Christ came in, Candi went out. It had to be, simple as that . . . . The principles of reparative therapy are quite compatible with Christian theology . . . . The vocabulary is different, but they explain the same phenomenon: healing" (Nicolosi quoted in Paulk 1998, pp. xii-xiii).
Robert Gagnon (2015b) , a Presbyterian theologian on the RHN Board, agrees, defending the congruence of reparative therapy and Christianity. Former NARTH officer Arthur Goldberg (2008) , founder of a Jewish ministry closed by consumer fraud litigation, argues it is compatible with Judaism. RHN and FOCUS Board member Albert Mohler, President of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, supports reparative therapy but warns: "We cannot . . . allow ourselves to mistake a medical definition for a moral and spiritual reality (Mohler 2011, p. 84) . "Therapy will never save us . . . . only Christ can do that" (p. 167). In the movement, there are several approaches in addition to "reparative" therapy (Cox 2009 ). Some focus on changing gender/sexual orientation; others focus on behavior. Some are exclusively pastoral; others use clinical techniques. These include 12-step and addiction models (Blackwell 2005) , "gender-affirmative" therapy (Byrd and Olsen 2002; Goldberg 2007) , "gender wholeness" therapy (Matheson 2013) , "healing prayer" (Payne 1991) , "reintegrative therapy" (Long 2018) , trademarked by Nicolosi's son, Joseph Nicolosi, Jr., and others. NARTH psychologist George Rekers (also a Baptist minister and a founder of FOCUS and FRC) published an article that NARTH's official journal reprinted, referencing a "study" of a doctor who diagnosed a transsexual woman as possessed by evil spirits and cured her by exorcism. Rekers (1986, p. 29) cites the exorcism study as preliminary evidence of the "positive therapeutic effects of religious conversion for curing transsexualism" and urges further research. Regardless of the method, universally endorsed among them are two truths: God is the source of healing, and "transgenderism" is ungodly.
Ex-transgender testimonials figure prominently in validating these religious and, in many cases, therapeutic techniques (Foster 2017a; Rogers 2009; Pomrening 2010; Seiler 2016b) . They universally witness pursuing God's will for their lives. Many also attest to the reparative processes of healing from the wounds that led to their condition, which occur through relationships with God and His human vessels-"Jesus with skin on"-including counselors who serve as surrogate parents and peers who provide "healthy" same-sex friendships. Some proclaim complete "freedom". For most, wholeness is neither the absence of "struggle" nor the purity of one's gender expression, but rather measured by "faith" and "works"-devotion and submission to God's authority. As Kathy Grace Duncan explains (Foster 2017a), freedom is being "who God created me to be . . . Finally, ex-gay discourses at this level target fellow believers, exhorting them to "reach out" to transgender people with compassion ("God's grace") and "truth" (Bochanski 2018; Geiger 2017; Shick 2015; . These narratives instruct believers to invalidate transgender people in their interactions to discourage gender variance. The documentary, TranZformed: Finding Peace with Your God-given Gender (Foster 2017a), features Joseph Nicolosi as a psychologist and Christian demonstrating (and obliging others to do) this:
How do I, as a Christian, respond to this disturbed person? Certainly not condemning, not to make them feel bad . . . . Also, I have a commitment to not collude with your delusion. I'm not going to call you Mary, okay? Your name is Tony. It was Tony a month ago, and you're still Tony, okay? I may spare you the stress of me insisting 'You are Tony'. I'll say 'Hi, how are you?' But I have to make a decision. And each individual has to make a decision. If I am grounded in the natural law, which is compatible with Christianity, and Judaism . . . then how do I respond to this person with compassion, but not to collude with their delusion? And that's a decision, a boundary, that has to be found with each individual. Some (Blackwell 2008; Roberts 2016 ) encourage believers to build relationships with transgender people and to use their chosen names, at least until they have cultivated enough trust to then speak "truth" to them. At the institutional level, movement discourses incite believers to "respond" as citizens to the dangers that "transgender ideology" and people pose to society.
Institutional Erasures: The Social Death of Transgender People
The social position of transgender people in the US and globally is fed and fueled by the religious, scientific, and political discourses of the transnational ex-gay movement, which provides the ideological and material foundation of Christian Right politics at the institutional level. Movement advocates have unprecedented influence to shape public policy affecting transgender people, as advisors and appointees in the Trump-Pence administration and at the United Nations. Cisgenderism and transmisogyny in these discourses at the individual and interactional levels have profound applications to and implications for the very personhood of transgender citizens at the institutional level of the gender structure. In this section, we analyze the movement's political discourses, sketch its intimate collaboration with the Christian Right, and discuss the public policy implications for transgender people.
Today's movement articulates "transgender ideology" as a social contagion -as both engineer and outcome of sin. It infects society's institutions, corrupting a nation progressively unmoored from biblical values Exodus Global Alliance 2018; Fitzgibbons 2017b; Nolland et al. 2018; Reisman and McAlister 2016; Rogers 2009; Shick 2016b) . Therapist Marc Dillworth (2009) , affiliated with NARTH and Hope for Wholeness, ascribes the declining stigma of gender variance to "a breakdown in our Judeo-Christian worldview . . . . This is happening nationwide and . . . in the mental health field, because we no longer live in a Christian society". Walt Heyer (2013) indicts all who take part in this "grand delusion", including transgender studies, but particularly doctors who provide transition care, like "Dr. Ex-gay political discourses catastrophize recognition of gender variance in explicitly patriarchal terms: A "crisis in masculinity" (Payne 1999 ) polluting every institution, resulting in chaos throughout the social body. It is a particular threat to an already "weakened" "natural family", the basis for civilization (Focus on the Family 2015; Mohler 2005) . Transmisogyny and cisgenderism permeate claims of harm to families (Hall 2013; Heyer 2013; Leach 2001; Shick 2011; Tiller 2005b) . Family testimonials, such as (Australian) Gae Hall, whose "ex-husband" is a transgender woman, and Denise Shick, the daughter of a transgender woman, claim to speak for "families . . . impacted by cross-dressing or gender identity disorders, (who) find their world filled with spiritual and personal confusion, pain and grief . . . (L)osing a loved one to a gender disorder is similar to experiencing the loss of a family member to death" (Shick 2015, p. xiii) . Cross-dressing is "weakness rather than faith" and "elevates one's own desires at the expense of needs of others" (Hall 2015, p. 144) . These accounts depict such "men" as self-obsessed, depraved persons who forsake their manhood for "the flesh", which robs families of fathers, husbands, providers, and protectors. Shick details, for a US Supreme Court amicus brief, how her father wore her clothes, left her mother, financially devastated their family, and repeatedly sexually abused her. The brief includes "a photograph of Denise Shick's father as 'Becky'" (Boyle 2015, p. v) , and attributes all of this to a "transgender household". Testimonies of family harm in policy contexts aim to deny legal recognition, marriage, civil rights, and medicine to transgender people (Boyle 2015; Heyer 2018b; Evangelical Alliance Policy Commission 2000; Lindevaldsen 2006 ).
Leaders view Christians as victims under siege and urge citizen action "defending the family and society" (Burack 2008; Robinson and Spivey 2007) . The "transgender revolution, even more than . . . gay liberation, undermines the most basic structures of society" (Mohler 2015, p. 69) . Richard Fitzgibbons, ALLIANCE officer and Vatican consultant, insists that society treat, not accommodate, gender disorders, quoting Pope Benedict's injunction that the Church "has a responsibility for the created order to make this responsibility prevail, even in public" (Fitzgibbons 2015 ). RHN's David Foster (2017b) depicts the gravity and scale of the threat:
There is a war of the worlds going on in the shadows of our everyday awareness-an unseen battle between the Creator God (YHWH) with His army of heavenly beings and Satan with his fallen angels and demonic hosts. Nowhere is this battle more pronounced today than in the rise of the transgender movement. It is the front lines in Satan's scheme to deface and destroy the image of God that is stamped onto our personhood, sexuality, marriages, children, and families.
Foster names several institutional "forces of confusion" that conspire with Satan, the "wealthy and powerful LGBT movement", the "wealthy and powerful professional guilds", the "media . . . government, education, the AMA, public schools, colleges . . . the false church and a deceived public". In response, the movement has developed, over decades, a coalition of professional networks (religious, legal, educational, and scientific) to rally against this Goliath.
The relationship between ex-gay and Christian Right groups is mutually beneficial. Ex-gay discourses provide the ideological and material basis of Christian Right litigation, legislation, and policy advocacy. In turn, the Christian Right supplies publicity, referrals, and legal counsel. These discursive invalidations enable both to present their truth claims as evidence-based and objective, and to establish standing in policy contexts. They deny subjectivity, autonomy, and civil and human rights to transgender people while claiming the moral high ground by offering compassion and hope-portraying themselves as arbiters of Truth, protectors of women and children, and guardians of liberty and civilization itself.
Ex-gay and Christian Right professionals are engaged in anti-transgender advocacy at local, state, federal, and international levels. Christian legal firms cultivate partnerships with ex-gay (Barber 2016; Dacus 2017; Liberty Counsel 2016 Lopez et al. 2018; Williams 2018) I would like NARTH members to work more closely with the legal community . . . we need you to fight the battle in court . . . submit expert declarations . . . publish sound research . . . critically analyze others' research . . . locate, and understand the significance of . . . medical research. Now more than ever, courts rely heavily on journal articles to aid them in rendering a decision. We will not be able to continue to protect children and families without your help . . . . if Lambda Legal and others . . . sue you for engaging in reparative therapy, we will be there to defend you-armed with . . . research on SSA and GID . . . . If we hope . . . to protect children and families . . . and the right of doctors to engage in reparative therapy and to treat GID as a mental disorder . . . then the legal and medical communities must join together . . . toward this common goal (p. 8) . . . . Working together, we can . . . protect the rights of patients to receive, and your right to offer, reparative therapy.
[We] need to . . . jointly demand respect for an equality and diversity of viewpoints on the origins, causes and treatments for SSA and GID (p. 30).
In the US and abroad, this legal-medical alliance uses several discursive frames to undermine institutional personhood for transgender people; we briefly discuss science, religious liberty, and harm. Clucas (2017) analyzed the secular and scientific framing used by NARTH and Core Issues Trust (a UK ex-gay ministry) to resist against professional regulation of sexual orientation change efforts (referred to as SOCE in mainstream psychology and in some ex-gay literature) 5 , which revealed these rhetorical tactics as a " . . . a smokescreen for conservative Christian values" (p. 447). Clucas provides a nuanced analysis of ex-gay framing strategies related to sexual orientation. Due to limited space, we briefly show how the ex-gay movement and their allies employ cisgenderism through scientific, religious liberty, and harm frames to oppress transgender people in every sphere of public life. They appear in legislative, judicial, and professional regulatory hearings; in court briefs, conference presentations, and publications; and in various media to prompt citizen action, in the United States and around the world.
The movement uses scientific framing to prevent government recognition of transgender people (American College of Pediatricians 2018). They aim to establish gender variance as a treatable mental disorder to undermine civil rights, to deny bathroom access (McHugh et al. 2017) , to discredit and deny transition-related medicine (American College of Pediatricians 2018), and to abolish and prevent professional regulation and laws banning "change" therapy. Some proponents analogize gender variance to limb amputation disorders (American College of Pediatricians 2016; Brown 2015; Hruz 2018; Lorence 2016). For RHN co-founder Andrew Comiskey (2018) , "Claiming that this is a civil rights matter and encouraging surgical intervention is in reality to collaborate with and promote a mental disorder". ACPeds President and ALLIANCE officer Michelle Cretella declared: "The science is clear: no one is born transgender . . . No one has a civil right to a developmental disorder" (Berry 2015) . Recently, Cretella, ex-transgender activist Walt Heyer, and FRC President Tony Perkins lobbied Congress to oppose Equality Act legislation the day after it was introduced, which would add gender identity and sexual orientation to federal civil rights laws (Gogarty 2019) . Tim Clinton, president of the American Association of Christian Counselors (AACC), serves on Trump's evangelical board. Several counseling guilds, representing thousands of licensed professionals, endorse "therapy" to change gender identity, including AACC (Haynes 2017) . If, they reason, gender variance is a disorder or malleable ("treatable"), laws banning "change" therapies are not evidence-based and transgender people are not entitled to Constitutional recognition. The US judiciary uses three criteria to confer protected class status, one of which is a group's "immutability" (Nussbaum 2010) . Finally, advocates (American College of Pediatricians 2018; O' Leary and Sprigg 2015; Staver 2008) argue that the law must establish legal sex based on birth physiology as the only "objective" criterion. According to Staver (2016) , "the federal law never intended to allow people to change their general [sic] by fantasizing that they are something other than reality". These discourses function as an "epistemological regime" in which the experiences and self-knowledge of transgender people "becomes delegitimated as merely subjective" (Stryker 2008, p. 154) . They show, profoundly, how "the psychological is political" (Dworkin and Yi 2003, p. 269) .
The movement advocates in Germany (Vonholdt 2018) , Malta (Davidson 2019) , the UK (Davidson et al. 2018; Evangelical Alliance Policy Commission 2000; , and the UN (Navarro 2018 ). Alliance Defending Freedom International's (2015 brief to the European Court of Human Rights defended the right of nations to require sterilization before issuing identity documents,
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In the US, state laws that ban licensed practitioners from "sexual orientation change efforts" on minors also prohibit attempts to change gender identity and/or expression. For clarity, we use "SOGIE change efforts" to denote attempts to change sexual orientation, gender identity, and/or gender expression.
noting "transgenderism" is a mental disorder. NARTH psychiatrist Joseph Berger (2013) addressed a parliamentary body revising the Canadian Human Rights Act to prohibit gender discrimination, urging them "not to grant special rights to people who are unhappy with the sex they were born into, or to people who wish to dress in the clothes of the opposite sex". He claimed, "Scientifically, there is no such thing" and that "the medical treatment of delusions or psychosis is not surgery". Berger once advocated in an article on the NARTH website: "letting children who wish to go to school in clothes of the opposite sex-but not counseling other children to not tease them or hurt their feelings. On the contrary, don't interfere, and let the other children ridicule the child who has lost that clear boundary . . . Maybe in this way, the child will re-establish that necessary boundary" (Burroway 2006) . NARTH removed the article and apologized in response to criticism.
The implications are clear. If medicine and law deny the legitimacy of gender variance, transgender people do not exist and have no claims to rights or autonomy over decisions affecting their bodies, minds, or legal status. Identity documents are vital for self-sufficiency, from driver's licenses, to bank accounts, to job applications, to medical care. Accomplishing this would render transgender people civically dead, "ineligible for personhood" (Cacho 2012) , sanctioning their social death, leaving them more vulnerable to discrimination, poverty, violence, and criminalization (Forbes 2017) . " [M] edicalization has implications for social control, power, knowledge, authority, and personal liberty" Conrad 2007, p. 1110) .
The movement also invalidates transgender people at the institutional level by invoking religion directly, using "religious liberty" and "religious diversity" as frames to level rights-based arguments (and indirectly, appealing to "conscience", "self-determination", and other ethical professional principles). Recent efforts include "defending" parents' and licensed professionals' religious "right" to procure or practice SOGIE change on minors (Baltimore Sun 2019; Phelan and Doyle 2014; Pruden 2009; NTFTE 2017; Staver 2007) and advocating for clients' religious right to choose therapy (California Legislative Council 2012; Clinton and Ohlschlager 2010; Clinton and Scalise 2016; Dallas 2016; Harley 2012; Haynes 2017; Pacific Justice Institute 2018; Staver 2009; Welch et al. 2013) . ALLIANCE officer Philip Sutton (2015, p. 356) , notes that self-determination " . . . does not equally apply to gender reassignment and other related procedures which have documented harm..." Religious liberty is directly invoked to deny bathroom access Heyer 2018b; Staver 2016) ; prevent schools from teaching about or tolerating gender variance Davidson et al. 2018; Liberty Counsel 2015; ; prohibit transition care (Congressional Record 2016; Diamond 2016; Fitzgibbons 2011; Lindevaldsen 2013) ; and discriminate in religiously-affiliated institutions, including churches and schools (Sharp 2016; Williams 2018) .
These efforts are also underway abroad. In 2018, FRC President Tony Perkins was appointed by Senator Mitch McConnell to the US Commission on International Religious Freedom, which advocates for freedom of religion or belief abroad and makes policy recommendations to the President, Secretary of State, and Congress. ALLIANCE's international division, IFTCC, includes two barristers on its board: Paul Diamond, who specializes in religious liberty and free speech in England and Europe, and Andrea Williams, who specializes in "Christian" liberties and practices in the British judicial system. Diamond recently represented a UK psychotherapist who sued a university because its research ethics board denied his client's proposal to study why some transgender people detransition. Williams (2018) , founder of the UK Christian Legal Center, represents Nigel and Sally Rowe, who removed their children from a Church of England primary school, which they are suing for allowing gender variant students. Sally Rowe told BBC Radio (2017): "We believe it is wrong to encourage very young children to embrace transgenderism . . . Gender dysphoria is something we as Christians need to address with love and compassion, but not in the sphere of a primary school environment".
Finally, cisgenderism and transmisogyny are politically useful in the Christian conservative trope of "protecting women and children" from harm, which they exploit to subvert feminism, gay rights, and the civil and human rights of transgender people. From Phylis Schlafly's warning that the ERA would undercut a husband's ability to protect his wife, to Anita Bryant's "Save Our Children" campaign depicting gays as sexual predators (also spread by ex-gay leaders), contemporary discourses incite gender panic (Westbrook and Schilt 2014) and scapegoat transgender women. Advocates (Barber 2016; Cretella 2017; Heyer 2018b; Van den Aardweg 2015) allege that permitting gender variance in children is "child abuse". Quentin van Meter (affiliated with ACPeds and IFTCC) speaks worldwide (Van Meter 2018), calling transgender medicine "fraud" and "the growth of transgenderism" "perverse". Influential leader James Dobson (2016) , (FOCUS and FRC co-founder, RHN board member, and Trump Evangelical Board advisor) exhorts men to enact "manhood" to "defend" "their" wives and daughters from "perverts":
If you are a married man with any gumption, surely you will defend your wife's privacy and security... Would you remain passive if a strange-looking man, dressed like a woman, has been peering over toilet cubicles to watch your wife . . . ? What should be done to the pervert who was watching . . . women and girls in their stalls? If you are a dad I pray you will protect your little girls from men who walk in unannounced, unzip their pants and urinate in front of them . . . . 100 years ago, someone might have been shot. Where is today's manhood? God help us! Dobson is more alarmed by what he imagines-deceptive "men" preying on women and children-than actual harms perpetrated daily by cisgender men. As Nussbaum (2010) has shown, projective harm is often a more powerful weapon than actual harm in formulating the law. Boykin also endorsed candidate Trump. FRC's legal arm, ADF, is the source of most of the state-level anti-trans legislation in the US (O'Hara 2017). Projecting imaginary predation and encouraging violence against transgender women is troublesome enough. In 2013, PJI (which submitted a legal brief opposing California's 2014 law requiring public schools to allow students to use the bathroom according to their gender identity) falsely claimed that a transgender girl was harassing other girls in the restroom (Ford 2013) . These narratives "culturally criminalize" (Mogul et al. 2011 ) transgender girls and women. In 2009, Circuit Judge Neil Gorsuch dismissed a transgender woman's claim that she was denied access to the women's restroom at work and lost her job. Gorsuch ruled that the employer's "safety concerns" were legitimate. These narratives also conceal the actual harm these groups encourage and perpetrate directly. PJI attorney Brad Dacus spoke at the 2017 RHN conference and said he was encouraged about the future of the Supreme Court "for ministries like yours" after he heard Justice Kennedy would retire next summer. He detailed legal advice he gave to two families with transgender children, and a private Christian school. He begins with a call he received from a pastor in San Diego:
He called me because they were concerned about a visit from a social worker involving a 13-year-old girl who said she is going to be a boy. 
Conclusions, Limitations, and Directions for Further Research
This research has sought to examine a neglected topic in transgender studies and religious studies by deconstructing ex-gay discourses of "transgenderism" at all levels of society's gender structure. Revealing the mechanisms through which cisgenderism and transmisogyny operate, charting their means of discursive production and circulation, and examining their import and impact at all levels of social life helps us to better understand the oppression of transgender people, which is necessary to confront it. At the individual level, ex-gay discourses aim to shape how believers understand what transgenderism "is" and what it "does"; at the interactional level, they try to influence what Christians should "do" in their interactions with transgender people: Invalidate them. Ex-gay discourses provide not only the ideological and material fodder that fuels destructive attitudes and behavior toward transgender people, it animates the anti-transgender politics of the Christian Right that aggressively seeks to undermine the sanctity, autonomy, and legal existence of transgender people. This is especially concerning for minors, and others who have the least control over religious, medical, and legal decisions made on their behalf, often without their assent. The World Health Organization's recent decision to remove "gender dysphoria" from the ICD-11 is encouraging but does not allay concerns (Schwend et al. 2018; Mallory et al. 2018 ) about youth subjected to "change" attempts by counselors. In most countries (including a majority of the US), such "therapies" are not proscribed by law or professional mental health associations. Further, religious mental and medical health professional associations in the US are joining Christian Right litigation efforts to oppose legislation and regulation that would prohibit these practices by licensed health providers. As we have shown, they are increasingly engaging these efforts internationally.
This study documents how "transgenderism" has permeated ex-gay discourses from the 1970s through the present. Religion and psychology are powerful ideological weapons used to invalidate transgender people and result in significant, material consequences (including and beyond spiritual and psychological suffering). Research clearly shows that minority stress, rather than any moral or mental attribute, significantly diminishes the quality of life for transgender people. Further, when systems of power collude with religious and scientific cisgenderism to influence public policy and health care, it confers moral and medical authority to invade and abuse the most interior and exterior realities of our humanity.
There are several limitations of this study. First, although the ex-gay movement and Christian Right are transnational, we have focused narrowly on the movement's US-American and, to a lesser extent, European discourses. More in-depth research should investigate how these discourses manifest in policies and practices of other institutional settings, such as public and private schools (see Jones 2015) , and in other regions of the world, as well as at the United Nations, where Christian Right organizations hold consultative status. Second, we suggest that this movement is gaining momentum despite the closure of EXODUS and the passage of some laws and regulations (in and beyond the US) banning attempts to change SOGIE by licensed professionals. Further research should empirically assess our appraisal and more deeply interrogate the strength and trajectory of this movement. This is a complicated endeavor for several reasons. The movement is transnational and shape shifting. As we have shown, today's movement works with a variety of allies to disseminate its message, continually revising what "change" means and what justifies it (in response to public scrutiny and legal challenges). Further, many of the organizations we examined have received scholarly attention in ex-gay research; there are others worthy of study. Examining those most known and/or politically active gives cover to organizations and individuals that sustain the gender structure generally and target transgender people specifically. The movement's trajectory is also subject to history, which is not linear. Transgender people in the US will feel the effects of Trump's policy decisions and judicial appointments far beyond the life of this administration. As Jones (2018) has shown, the executive decisions of the US president affect transgender students transnationally. Third, research should assess the harms perpetrated by the predominantly US-based ex-gay movement and its allies on people in other countries. We agree with Jones (2018) that this must include and go beyond how this movement (and the US government) has sanctioned anti-transgender policies and practices, particularly in the global South. There must also be justice, including a commitment, from a variety of stakeholders in the US, to long-term, collaborative (not controlling) partnerships in support of local efforts in other countries to further progress for transgender people, backed by substantial resources (monetary, legal, and other). Fourth, we did not have space here to flesh out themes that differentiate ex-transgender testimonials of men and women, or the ways in which movement discourses of transmasculinity and transfemininity differ. We have observed transmisogyny in these discourses, and in so doing, we do not suggest or imply that cisgenderism poses no unique harms to transgender men or transmasculinity. Further research should specifically interrogate these topics and illuminate how ex-gay discourses uniquely depict a range of groups of people included in (and excluded from) the umbrella term "transgender". Finally, we did not have space to include the voices of people who were once involved in this movement and have since renounced their views. We need to hear, and hold, these voices. They are necessary for understanding the movement's impact on our spirits, our psyches, and our humanity. No doubt, we have not identified all of the limitations of this work. We hope that scholars pursue, in greater depth and insight, some of the issues we raise here and related topics we have neglected. We think this kind of work, in the current political moment, is vital.
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